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Abstract - A non-linear control design for a Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) that is connected to grid is proposed. The main
purpose of this design is to improve power efficiency while ensuring smooth voltage performance. The control approach is realized
in the rotor reference frame and is based on Asymptotic non-linear control technique. Two models have been studied the first one
represents the doubly-fed induction generator while the second relates to the grid side converter command models . A nonlinear
representation of the two cases are developed. Matlab program is applied to simulate and test the proposed control technique. The
results are featured to show the effectiveness of the proposed control design.
Keywords - Renewable Energy, Feedback, Asymptotic Tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the growing integration of wind energy into power
grids, the impact of wind generators on power system able to
meet the growing energy demand is of increasing concern. In the
latest years, the Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG)
became the dominant type of Wind Turbine system used in wind
farms. This type of generators has numerous advantages over its
counterparts as it provide better results in terms of weight, cost,
and size.It also presents greater benefits such as power quality
and efficiency[1-4].
Even though the DFIG is considered as a stable symmetric
induction machine but there might exist regions of instability
due to the natural variation of the wind. The eigenvalue
prediction for mapping the boundary of the stability region for
DFIG machines was investigated by Banakar in [5]. The analysis
shows that the stability region of DFIG machine can be defined
by the variation of the d, the q rotor current angle in Idr-Iqr plane
for sensor-less rotor position estimation that based on model
reference adaptive system [6]. Though the aforementioned
papers [5-8] explain the stability criterion for the DFIG
machines, yet the control scheme for stable operation remains
unaddressed by the authors. The nonlinear nature of the DFIG
model motivated the researchers to develop a nonlinear control
designed techniques that ensure a smooth and stable operation
for the DFIG. There has been a lot of progress in the nonlinear
control designing context in the past years. Most of these control
techniques (for example back stepping, regulation, robust and
tracking) have been used to control the DFIG [9-21].
Some of the latest researches will be recalled. A nonlinear
control strategy to stabilize the DFIG based on back stepping
algorithm was proposed in [9]. The proposed controller was
successful in tracking the reference rotor speed, stabilizing the
stator power. While this control approach provides sufficient
results but it still suffers from a lot of constraints with respect to
the designing procedure. In [10] a robust nonlinear feedback
control approach of a residential Savonu is Vertical Axis Wind
Turbine (VAWT) based on Double Fed Induction Generator
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(DFIG) and connected to a power grid was introduced. The aim
of this work was to control the Rotor Side Converter (RSC)
using a robust non-linear feedback control scheme, in which, a
robust control law based on Lyapunov theory associated with a
sliding mode controller is used to handle the issue of parameters
uncertainty and to guarantee a global asymptotic stability of the
system. The results of this approach were proved to be
acceptable. The work was considered incomplete because of the
obtained results didn’t show robust a good robustness against the
parameters uncertainty. Another example of the nonlinear
design technique was investigated in [14].
An input-state feedback linearization controller is proposed
in this paper. We designed a system of eight ordinary differential
equations and used it to model the wind energy conversion
system. The generator has a wound rotor type with back-to-back
three-phase power converter bridges between its rotor and the
grid; it is modelled using the direct-quadrature rotating reference
frame with aligned stator flux. The mathematical model
developed in this paper is, in fact, an approximated model which
made the result of this controller not an applicable in actual
situations. Even though there have been several attempts to
design the most powerful nonlinear control technique but it is
still a wide open area of research. In this paper, a control
technique for a grid-connected doubly fed induction generator
(DFIG)-based on wind energy conversion system was presented.
Control strategy for the grid side and rotor side converters
placed in the rotor circuit of the DFIG is introduced. The control
approach is based on the asymptotic output tracking technique.
Simply by applying a feedback with certainly assigned zeros, the
system will reproduce an output rotor current that will converge
to a specific reference signal.
The paper is structured as follow: section II recalls the
definition of asymptotic output tracking control technique.
Section III illustrates the modelling considerations of the Doubly
Fed Induction Generator and grid side converter command
models. The control approach is discussed in section Iv. Finally,
Section V presents the obtained results while Section VI
concludes the paper and formulates further research directions.
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TABLE I. THE DFIG DATA SHEET
The DFIG data of a typical 3.6 MW generator
Frame / power
7 kW
Efficiency at rated speed
approx. 97...97.5
Voltage
690V
Locked rotor voltage
Approx. 1000V
Operation speed range
1000...2000 rpm
Power factor
p.f. 0.90 cap ...1.0
Rotor Resistance
1KΩ
Rotor Resistance
o.2 mH
Stator Resistance
0.5 K Ω
Stator Resistance
.001 mH
Mutual inductance
Msr = 0.078 H
Number of Poles
4
Inertia moment
J = 0.3125 Nms2

Fig. 1. Simplified Block diagram of the Asymptotic output tracking technique for the DFIG model

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the Asymptotic output tracking for the Grid side model

Fig. 4: Doubly Fed Induction Generator ird rotor current, generated current
signals in quadratic frames.

Fig. 3: Doubly Fed Induction Generator ird rotor current, rotor side
reference signal in direct frames.
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Fig. 5: Doubly Fed Induction Generator continuous bus voltage

possible to provide totally of the active power produced by
the grid with a unity power factor. Two cases have been
developed based on the DIFG model and the grid side
converter command model. The performance of the DFIG
when it’s connected to the proposed design controller was
investigated in the first case .In the second case the stator of
the DFIG was directly connected to the grid while its rotor
was connected to it via a cascade (Rectifier, Inverter and
Filter) finally the filter was connected to the suggested
controller. The results in both cases shown that the control
approach succeeded in reproducing an output signal that
coincides with the required reference signal. It was also
shown in that the system has a very powerful performance
under disturbance such as the wind variation. Finally, further
investigation will be carried out regarding practical cases.
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